Adjective Quiz
Adjective Spelling Quiz
A. Instructions: Circle the adjective that is spelled correctly.
1. fancyest
2. lovely
3. excelent
4. angury
5. awfull
6. dizzy
7. fragle
8. naughty
9. terible
10. zelous

fanciest
lovley
excellent
angry
awful
dizzie
fragile
naghty
terrible
zealous

fancest
loveley
excellunt
angrey
auwful
dizy
fragille
naughtie
terrable
zealus

Adjective Grammar Quiz
A. Instructions: Pick the sentence in which the adjective is used in the correct place.
1.

a. Joey saw a tent behind the house made of bed sheets.
b. Joey saw a tent made of bed sheets behind the house.

2.

a. At the beach, Tom found a gold man’s ring.
b. Tom found a man’s gold ring at the beach.

3.

a. The waitress served a Coke with a lot of ice to the high school senior.
b. The waitress served a Coke to the high school senior with a lot of ice.

4.

a. Joey ate a cold bowl of cereal for breakfast.
b. Joey ate a bowl of cold cereal for breakfast.

5.

a. The girl’s torn dress was on the floor.
b. The torn girl’s dress was on the floor.

B. Instructions: Underline the adjective and circle the word it modifies in each of the following
sentences.
1. She tied the package with blue and white ribbons.
2. The movie was short and funny.
3. The book was easy to read.
4. Deer can be harmful to a garden.
5. She was nervous and forgot her lines in the play.

C. Instructions: Circle the adjectives in each of the following sentences.
1. Mary rode her red bike down the busy street.
2. The backseat is not comfortable.
3. Tom’s favorite food is pizza.
4. She painted her new car red, white and blue.
5. Late night is the best time to see stars.

Adjective Definitions Quiz
A. Instructions: Circle the correct definition for each of the following adjectives.
1. remorseful: a. fixable

b. sorry

c. loud

2. annoyed:

a. angry

b. broken

c. frightened

3. animated:

a. color

b. cartoon

c. lively

4. serene:

a. slick

b. calm

c. high

5. anxious:

a. nervous

b. scared

c. mad

